IUGG 2011 PROGRAM GUIDE

- **Program Overview** (pages 46 - 65) illustrates a basic overview of the 10 days and when various symposia sessions take place.

- **Room Codes Overview** (pages 66 - 69) illustrates in which rooms the sessions will take place. Please note: room codes are also listed within the session listings in the Detailed Program.

- **Associations Overview** (pages 70 - 76) contains all symposia details including symposia titles, organisers, co-sponsors and lead convenors.

- **Detailed Oral Program** (pages 77 - 225) lists date, time, symposium title, session code, session title, and chairpersons. This is followed in each instance by the presenting authors and their presentation title and number. Please note: a maximum of four co-authors are listed in the program. All co-authors will be listed within the abstract proceedings.

- **Poster Program** (Index on page 226) lists date, time and symposium title. This is followed in each instance by the poster number, abstract number, presentation title and then by presenting author. Please note: a maximum of four co-authors are listed in the program. All co-authors will be listed within the abstract proceedings.

- **Author Index** (page 277) lists registered presenting authors, both oral and poster. Authors yet to register may still present in oral sessions or present a poster provided they register for the General Assembly and the relevant session or poster spot is available. They will need to make the necessary arrangements with the relevant symposium Lead Convenor (directly).

**How to Search within the Program:**

Delegates and Speakers can search for presentations, presenting authors or specific association sessions via the overviews, the author index or the search function (Ctrl / Command F) within the PDF document.

**Changes to the Program**

Further changes to the Program need to be communicated to the program managers either via email (iugg2011presenters@arinex.com.au) by midday Friday 24 June AEST or, following this deadline, at the Program Desk on level 2 at the General Assembly. Those changes will be listed on the program changes boards (located at ground level and level 2 onsite) and also on the conference website. **These changes will not be included in the printed version of the Program**.

If you have any questions relating to the final program please contact the General Assembly Managers on + 61 3 9417 0888 or email iugg2011presenters@arinex.com.au.